
Naughty Nuri’s Comes to Seminyak 

 

Nuri’s Special; Pork Spare Ribs together with Twisted Martini 

 

Bali, 1 August 2016 -- Fans of the legendary Naughty Nuri’s Warung in Ubud, 

can now get their rib fix in Seminyak with a brand new branch of the iconic 

restaurant opening on August 1, 2016. 

Inspired by Nuri’s simple beginnings as a roadside warung in Ubud, the new 

restaurant brings a taste of Bali. Nuri’s iconic combination of delicious ribs and 

martinis to a whole new locale. 

The Nuri’s bartenders have perfected their signature Martini which food critic 

Anthony Bourdain called ‘the best martini outside of Manhattan’ as well as icy 

cold Margaritas. So even if pork fiends just want a quick fix at the bar, they’ll 

leave as happy little pigs. Customers who can handle four cocktails will be 

inducted into “The Nuri’s Wall of Fame” and have their name carved into one 

of the restaurants walls for posterity.  

The new restaurant draws on the original, with a smoking outdoor grill and a 

rustic vibe but with seats for 100, even more carnivores can devour Nuri’s 

generous rib slabs marinated in the top secret sauce. 

Naughty Nuri’s Seminyak is the ultimate spot to chill out with friends, family or 

your significant others. We invite you to indulge in our naughty menu from Asia 

and beyond. Notable dishes include SIGNATURE BBQ PORK SPARE RIBS 135’ – 

generously marinated in Balinese spices and glazed on charcoal with famous 



BBQ, DOUBLE WHAMMY CHEESEBURGER 98’ - 250g’s of Beef Double patty, 

double cheese, PORK POPPERS 50’ – crunchy, mouthwatering pork mince balls 

with a smoky dipping sauce. There are also desserts selection and twisted 

cocktails. 

Keeping with Nuri’s motto, “It’s 5 O’Clock somewhere”, the restaurant will be 

open to serve cocktails from 11am till late, 7 days a week. 

 

 

 

Editor’s Note 

 

About Naughty Nuri’s 

 

In 1994 a young man named Brian Aldinger from New Jersey, was travelling 

around Java, Indonesia when he met a beautiful and interesting young 

woman called Isnuri Suryatmi (Nuri). They fell in love and were married shortly 

after. 

 

When holidaying in Bali they decided that Ubud, (the artists area in the hills of 

Bali) was the place for them and opened a small warung in 1995 where they 

could sell some drinks, make a few simple dishes and talk to the customers. So 

Naughty Nuri’s was born!  Nuri says the name was chosen because she was 

Nuri and her husband Brian was Naughty. 

 

Before too long, many of the local expatriate community and some of the local 

Balinese people would come by and chat with the couple and some friends 

suggested that Naughty Nuri’s put a small BBQ at the front of the warung. The 

pork ribs became so popular that the BBQ became one of the most 

photographed tourist attractions in Ubud, if not the whole of Bali. 

 

More drinks were introduced, the most popular being the Naughty Nuri’s 

martini.  One evening celebrity chef Anthony Bourdain, author of Kitchen 

Confidential and host of his famous TV series, shared several Naughty Nuri’s 

martinis with Brian and wrote in the guest book that the Naughty Nuri’s martini’s  

were the best he had outside of New York. 

 

Many celebrities, including fashion designer, Donna Karen, and major film stars 

like Julia Roberts have visited Naughty Nuri’s and loved the ribs, drinks and the 

great atmosphere.  Author, Elizabeth Gilbert who wrote, ‘Eat, Pray, Love was a 

regular at Naughty Nuri’s for many years while living and working in Ubud. 

 

Brian’s table in the front corner was famous and so many patrons from around 

the world asked to sit with him and join the lively conversation and banter with 

Brian, Nuri and many of the local Ubud characters. 

 

Sadly, Brian passed away in 2012 and is greatly missed by everyone.  However, 

Nuri continues with the wonderfully tender and lip-smacking ribs, magical 

martini’s and fun atmosphere that Naughty Nuri’s is famous for and is full 

everyday with people lining the streets to get a table. 

 



Naughty Nuri’s Seminyak is the latest outlet in the famous franchise where you 

will always find our killer ribs and wicked martinis.  

 

 

Media Contact 

 

Address   Jl. Mertanadi No.62 

Kerobokan, Seminyak, Bali 

 

General   info@naughtynurisseminyak.com 

Telephone   +62 361 8476 783 

Website   www.naughtynurisseminyak.com 

 

Person to Contact  Bagus Bajra (Mr) 

    General Manager 

    E : gm@naughtynurisseminyak.com 

    M : + 62 813 3892 9255 

 

    Zara Amanda Siagian (Ms) 

    Media Sales Manager 

    E : media.manager@naughtynurisseminyak.com 

    M : +62 811 3999 823 

 

Social Media Accounts Instagram @naughtynurisseminyak 

    Facebook @ Naughty Nuri’s Warung, Seminyak, Bali 

    TripAdvisor @ Naughty Nuri’s Seminyak 
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